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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cook [5] and Jauch [6] introduced an abstract version of the two character- 
istic matrices of Mijller [2] and called them wave operators. At the same time 
Jauch [6] emphasized that wave operators corresponding to physically 
realistic systems have an additional property that he called completeness. 
Several different authors formulated criteria for the existence and com- 
pleteness of wave operators for various abstract and concrete classes of 
operators [3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15-17, 20, 22-241. 
For the pair of operators (- d, - d + p) recently this problem was 
taken up again by Kato and Kuroda [25, 26, 33, 341. Here, as usual, - il 
denotes the negative Laplacian acting in free space and p denotes a potential. 
They formulated general criteria on the potential for the existence and com- 
pleteness of the wave operators. According to their abstract theory it also 
follows that the absolutely continuous parts of the perturbed and unperturbed 
operator are unitarily equivalent. 
In this paper, we consider a limiting case of their cnndition. Roughly 
speaking, we treat potentials with decay exponent equal to one and satisfying 
an additional smallness condition at infinity. This additional smallness 
condition is in accordance with a result of Dollard [14] which says that, for 
the Coulomb potential, the wave operators do not exist. At the same time in 
this paper, we illustrate that an estimate formulated elsewhere [27] in conncc- 
tion with a different problem [18] can be applied to study wave operators. 
In Section 2, our condition is formulated and the corresponding Theorem 
2.1 is stated. 
In Section 3, we state a version of an abstract theorem of Kato and Kuroda. 
This theorem is implicit in their work [25] and we state it for completeness 
only. 
In Section 4 we verify the assumptions of this abstract theorem for potentials 
satisfying the assumptions of Section 2. 
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2. FORMULATION OF THE RESULT 
Let 8’d denote the real Euclidean space of dimension d, and let C&(8’,), 
denote the class of infinitely differentiable complex valued functions on 8, 
with bounded support. As is well known [31.b] the negative Laplacian is 
essentially self-adjoint on &:m(6’,) and we denote its closure by - A. For a 
given potential-function p we denote by M(p) the corresponding multiplica- 
tion operator, i.e., the closure of the operator 
WP)f(4 = Pb)fW* x E 8, ) f E &,(a,). (2.1) 
Kato and Kuroda formulated conditions on the potential p which ensured 
that the wave operators exist and are complete [lo, 251. To describe it for a 
given potential p set 
Their condition is a mild boundedness requirement on p together with 
P(E) = O(1) (+jl+’ at [ = 00. (2.3) 
Our condition is a limiting case of their condition. It is implied by the 
absolute integrability of $ and by 
pc @(E) =0. (2.4) 
To describe it in more specific terms for each positive v define an integral- 
mean for the function a by setting 
where the summation is extended over the integers k in the interval 
k E (- + v2j3 + + Y~/~), 
and over the two end points. 
CONDITION I. The potential-function p(x) of the variable x in 6, is such 
that the functionp([) of definition (2.2) ’ is ocally square-integrable away from 1 
8 = 0. At the same time we have 
P-6) 
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and for d ,% 2 
and lim I(v, fi) = 0. 
Y-x3 (2.7) 
With the aid of this condition we formulate our theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the operator M(p) be de$ned by equation (2.1) and suppose 
that the potential p is bounded and satis$es Condition I. Then the absolutely 
continuous part of the closure of - A + M(p) on 6(&J is unitarily equivalent 
to - A. Furthermore the wave operators corresponding to this pair exist and are 
complete. 
3. A VERSION OF A THEOREM OF KATO-KURODA 
Let !?J be an abstract Hilbert space, let the operator Ha be self-adjoint on 
B(H,,) C sj and let R,,(h & ie) denote its resolvent at the point h & k. Kato 
and Kuroda formulated criteria on the perturbation V which ensured that the 
corresponding wave operators exist and are complete. At the same time their 
criteria imply that the absolutely continuous parts of the perturbed and 
unperturbed operators are unitarily equivalent. These criteria are formulated 
with the aid of an appropriate factorization of the perturbation P’ = AB. 
At present we need a version of their result which is implicit in their work 
[22, 23, 251. To describe this version we state three conditions which are due 
to them [25b]. 
CONDITION &XI(Y). For each /\ in the interval .Y the family of operators 
A *{&(A + ic) - R,(A - k)} A converges weakly as E converges to zero from 
above. 
CONDITION K&&(X). For each h in the interval 9’ the two families of 
operators, BR,(/\ + k) A converge in norm as E converges to zero from above. 
Furthermore this convergence is uniform in h in Y. 
CONDITION K&(9). For each h in the interval 4 and for 0 < E < c,) 
the operators BR,(h & ~‘6) A are compact. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the self-adjoint operator H,, have absolutely continuous 
spectrum [0, 00) and let A and B be bounded operators. Suppose that for each 
compact interval9 of the open positive axis Conditions KK,,,,,(.Y) hold. Suppose 
further that the operator, 
Hl = H,, + 4B, 
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is self-adjoint and its essential spectrum is [0, + co). Then, H,,,, , the absolutely 
continuous part of the operator H1 is unitarily equivalent to H,, . Furthermore 
the wave operators exist and are complete. 
The first conclusion of this theorem follows from a lemma of Kuroda [17] 
and from a result formulated elsewhere [18]. The second one which implies 
the first one depends on the general Kato-Kuroda theory [22, 251. In case 
Conditions KK i,s,s(Y) hold for every compact interval the conclusion is 
explicit in their result [25b]. To replace this assumption by the present one 
their result [25a] is also needed. Since this theorem is implicit in their theory 
we omit a detailed proof. 
In the next section we derive Theorem 2.1 from the abstract Theorem 3.1 
and from an estimate formulated elsewhere [27]. 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
Condition I implies Conditions KK,,,,,(J) 
To derive Theorem 2.1 from the abstract Kato-Kuroda theorem, it is 
convenient to introduce a new perturbed and unperturbed operator. Let 
&-, be the (d - 1)-dimensional unit sphere and define the unitary trans- 
formation T mapping !&(a,) onto &((O, co), &(sP,-,)) by 
Tf (5) (4 = F-‘)“f (54, 
Clearly the adjoint is given by 
5 E (0, a), I.4 E &-1 . (4.1) 
T*f(x) = (&)‘d-l”ff(l x I) (6) , xc&, . (4.1)* 
We define the new unperturbed operator, acting in Q,((O, CO), &(Yd-,)), to 
be the closure of 
A, = T(- A) T* on T(k(4) (4.2) 
To define the new perturbation first for each 5 define the operator p,,(t) on 
Q,(yd-1) by 
P&3 944 = PC54 d4 24 E c-l , v E %(sp,-1). (4.3) 
Then we see from definitions (4.1), (4.1)*, and (2.1) that T carries V into 
multiplication by this e,( &-,)-operator valued function. Specifically, 
WPO) = TM(P) T*, (4.4) 
and we take this to be the new perturbation. 
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Next we introduce a factorization of the perturbation with reference to 
which the assumptions of the abstract Theorem 3.1 hold. We define this 
factorization with the aid of the positive function p of definition (2.2) by 
setting 
(a) Condition 8X,(9). To verify this condition note that 
This inequality shows that it suffices to verify Conditions K&,(9) for the 
family of operators 
F(p) = M(#)‘/” R&L) izI(jy (43) 
only. Here we have set p = X & ic and for future reference we define two 
regions by 
W*(9)={~~:Re~~4,O<targ~.(~. (4.9) 
(b) Condition KKa(3). The main difficulty in verifying this condition 
for the family of operators in (4.8) is to show that their norm is uniformly 
bounded in p in S?+(Y). This uniform boundedness is the statement of the 
theorem that follows. 
THEOREM 4. I. Let 9 be a compact interval of the positive semiaxis which 
does not contain zero. Suppose that the potential p satisfies Condition I. Thin 
(4.10) 
The proof of this theorem makes essential use of the fact that the operatoi 
A, admits a family of reducing subspaces and on each of them it acts like an 
ordinary differential operator [30]. To describe this in more specific terms 
we need the notion of the Laplace-Beltrami operator acting in !G2(Yd-J [9, 30, 
321. It was emphasized by Kato [9], that this is the operator B, determined by 
the requirement that for every smooth function f in $ for which f (0) = 0 
&f(t) = f “(5) - + B, + (d - “d” -2f([). (4.11) 
As is well known, B, is self-adjoint, its spectrum is discrete and it is given by 
‘(l) = ,;(l + d - 2) 
d= I, 
d ,, 2, I == 0, I, 2 )... . 
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Let E:(Z) denote the eigenspace of B, with eigenvalue h(Z), and let O(Z) denote 
the ortho-projector on @(I). That is set 
O(Z) e,(G) = w O(Z) = o*(z), O(Z)2 = 1. 
Since the functions in G(Z) are smooth and the projection of a smooth function 
in $s onto L?,((O, co), C%(Z)) . 1s a so 1 smooth, we see from Eq. (4.11) that this 
subspace reduces [31a] the operator A, and hence IIs( Following Dixmier 
[28] we set 
e,wJ, CQ), W) = 22(0, 00) 0 w 
and denote by I @ O(Z) the ortho-projector onto this subspace. The O(Z) 
are the spectral-projectors of a self-adjoint operator with pure point-spectrum. 
According to the spectral theorem [31c] they form a complete set in &(Y~-,) 
and hence the projectors I @ O(Z) f orm a complete set in $3. This fact, together 
with the fact that their range reduces both R,,(p) and M(J), yields 
II ~@Y2 %(P.) ~@Y’” II 
(4.12) 
xzz sup 
1=0,1,2,... 
II M($)l’” * (Z 0 O(Z) . &(cL)) M($)1’2 II . 
We claim that the second factor on the right is essentially the resolvent of an 
ordinary differential operator. For, let L(Z, d) be the Q,(O, co)-closure of the 
operator defined by 
u 4 945) = p”(6) - + (h(Z) + Cd - “4” - 3, ) .#), (4.13) 
for those complex valued smooth functions which satisfy the boundary 
condition ~(0) = 0, have bounded support, and for which the right member 
of (4.13) is in 9!,(0, 00). Then an elementary argument shows that 
II M@y” * I @ O(Z) *Ro(p) - Aqpq = I/ M@)l/2 (p - qz, d))-1 M(p)l~ .
(4.14) 
Since a similar argument was carried out elsewhere [21] we do not verify 
this. Insertion of relation (4.14) in (4.13) yields 
II Jw91’2 w4 JwY’” /If, = I=o”;P II M(?Y2 (CL - L(Z> d))-l JUV’” II * 
, ,... 
(4.15) 
In view of this relation, Theorem 4.1 is implied by the lemma that follows. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let f be a compact interval of the positive semi-axis which does 
not contain zero and suppose that the potential p satis$es Condition I. Then 
sup sup 11 M(#i” (/L - L(Z, d))mml M(fi)1/2 1’ < CC. (4.16) 
id?+(.F) l=O,l,... 
As is well known, the operator (CL - L(1, d)) t is an integral operator 
and we denote by (p - L(Z, d))pl (5, 7) th e value of its kernel at the point 
([, v). The key fact in the proof of L emma 4.1 is an estimate for this kernel 
which was formulated elsewhere [27]. To describe this estimate we need some 
notations. First, for each positive integer d define a sequence by setting 
~(1, d) m= )/(I + d - 2) + (y/2;1’p, I = 0, I, 2 ,... (4.17) 
Next let the function py be a solution of the differential equation 
(P)“‘(~))” d.4 = 9 (1 - f, > P”(l) .= 0. (4.18),,2 
The fact that we incorporated v in the equation is a technicality. Aside from 
this technicality, it is the basis of the asymptotic theories of Erdelyi [l l] and 
Olver [13] and it goes back to Langer [l]. Let C(F”) be the adjusted composi- 
tion operator corresponding to this function. Specifically, for a given complex 
valued functionf(z) of the complex variable z set 
C(9)“)fW = (-&)“’ .fh,(z)). 
We shall apply this operator to the function n defined by 
n(.z) = min (1, / t jl”) . 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
With the aid of these notations, the previously mentioned estimate [27a] can 
be formulated as follows; there is a constant O(1) such that for every p and I 
and (6, 7) in (0, co) x (0, co) we have 
(I” - L(L 4-l (E> 4
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It is clear from definition (4.9) that for each compact interval 9 that does not 
contain zero the first factor is bounded in J%!+(Y). Hence 
(4.21) 
We shall use this estimate and a result of Schur-Holmgren-Carleman (cited 
in [29]) to establish Lemma 4.1. 
To describe this Schur-Holmgren-Carleman result [29] let K be a given 
integral operator with Kernel K([, 17). Let t be a given positive measurable 
function and define a norm of K with reference to t, by setting 
II K II (t> = sup (& j I K(5rl)l t(7) d rl - SUP & j I K(h>l t(t) @)1’2, (4.22) 
where the supremum is taken over the support oft. Suppose that to the kernel 
of K there is a t such that the &-space over the support oft contains the ortho- 
complement of the null space of K and 
II K II 0) < ~0. 
Then their result [29] says that K is defined on all of &(O, co) and for its 
operator norm we have 
II K II < II K II (4. (4.23) 
We apply this result to the family of operators 
K(v) = (M(~)l~2) (p - qz, d))-1 M(~)““). (4.24) 
Specifically we maintain that defining the function t by 
(4.25) 
we have 
SUP II W4 W -=c ~0. 
2=0,1,2,... 
(4.26) 
For it is clear from definitions (4.22)-(4.24) and estimate (4.21) that 
/I K(v)11 (t) = O(1) (v + 1) jm 1 c(vv) n (+) 1k1) + (4-27) 
0 
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To estimate this integral recall definitions (4.19) and (4.20). They show that 
for each solution pv of Eq. (4.18),2 
(4.28) 
Next for each v we introduce three intervals by setting 
In the lemma that follows we estimate this integral over these intervals. This 
lemma isolates the key estimate in the proof of Lemma 4.1. It is uniform in v 
and it involves various integral-means off including the one of definition (2.5). 
LEMMA 4.2. The intervals of definitions (4.29),,,,3 are such that for every v 
and 
To verify conclusion (4.3O)ra set 
44 = & I 1 l/4 and y(v) = I G / . (4.31) 
Here, as before, for brevity we do not indicate the dependence on p. Defini- 
tions (4.29)r.a and (4.31) show that 
rl E 4(4 ” 444 implies U%(V) rl) = O(1) min(l, 7). (4.32) 
At the same time, definition (4.31) and the elementary inequality 
12 - 1 [ > 1 / .z2 / - 1 ) 
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show that, estimating the minimum in relation (4.28) by the second term, we 
have for every 7 
(4.33) 
Estimates (4.32) and (4.33) together establish the validity of conclusion 
(4’30)13 - 
To verify conclusion (4.30), , for a moment let us make the simplifying 
assumption (2.4). This assumption, together with definition (4.29)s , shows 
that 
r7 E J%(v) implies 
At the same time definitions (4.29), , and (4.31) show that 
implies U2(Y(V) 7) = O(l) 1 y(v); _ 1 lIjn* (4-W 
Using definition (4.31) again, we see that 
s I 1 112 4*(v) Y(V) ?1 - 1 / dy=-$$;l-&/li’do= O(v). 
Inserting these three estimates in (4.33) we see that the right-member of 
(4.30), tends to zero as v tends to infinity. Next replace the simplifying 
assumption (2.4) by (2.7) of Condition I. To verify conclusion (4.30)2 under 
this assumption we introduce a family of intervals by setting 
.a;,,,&> = [-& + k (-$-J3Y -&+ (k + 1) (+J] - WWk 
Remembering definitions (4.29), and (4.31) we see that as k ranges over the 
integers in the interval, 
R E (- ; ($y3’ t & i&)2/3) , 
and over the two end points, these intervals cover $a(~). First we claim that 
(4.3% 
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For, it is clear from definitions (4.35), that 
‘These estimates together with estimate (4.34) yield 
Hence estimating the minimum in relation (4.28) by the second term and 
remembering definition (4.31) we obtain the validity of estimates (4.36)k . 
Note that the values of k = 0, -1, are exceptional inasmuch as the right- 
member is infinite for them. Secondly we claim that for these two exceptional 
intervals 
k = 0, - 1. (4.36),,- I 
To see this, recall Eq. (4.18),2 according to which g?,(l) = 0. At the same 
time we see that 
lip ~ 9)y’(.z)/ 7: (4)1/3 . v2j3 uniformly in V. 
Hence 
P (4”” L = O(l) d/G 
X-l 
near z=l, at v -= x. 
It is clear from definitions (4.35),,-r , that for 7 in these exceptional intervals 
Inserting these two estimates in relation (4.28) and estimating the minimum 
by the first term we arrive at the validity of estimates (4.36),,_, . 
Clearly 
( 
1 l/2 
1 i 
1 
> 
112 
min(l k I , I k + 1 I) 
<----- 
ikl+-I ’ 
provided that k is not one of the two exceptional values, that is to say 
k = 1, 2,... or k = - 2, - 3,... . 
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Combining this estimate with estimates (4.33), (4.37), (4.36),,-, and remem- 
bering definitions (2.5), (4.29), (4.32), (4.35)k, we arrive at the validity of 
conclusion (4.30), . This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2 if we note that 
these estimates are uniform in p in g+(9). 
To complete the proof of Lemma 4.1, combine the two estimates of Lemma 
4.2. This yields 
(4.38) 
Inserting this in estimate (4.27) we arrive at the validity of estimate (4.26). 
From this, in turn, remembering definition (4.24) and the Schur-Holmgren- 
Carleman result (4.23) we arrive at the validity of Lemma 4.1. This also com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Next we derive Condition KK,($) from Theorem 4.1. According to 
definition (4.13), the operator L(Z, d) is an ordinary differential operator. An 
elementary application of the Weyl Representation Theorem, which was 
carried out elsewhere [21], shows that the resolvent kernel can be continued 
onto the spectrum, either from above or from below. Specifically for each -- 
(5,~) and w in the closure B+(Y) or g-(9), we have 
lii(p - qz, d)-l (c&7) =(w -J% 4-’ G7)* (4.39) 
In fact we use this limit relation to define the right-member. 
Recall relation (4.15) which shows that 
= l=ylP II M(W2 [(CL - q, d))-l - (w - -qt q-l1 Jqjy II * , ,... 
(4.40) 
To estimate the right-member, we need an elementary fact observed elsewhere 
[19a]. This says that Condition I implies the existence of a positive weight- 
function w which is bounded away from zero and is such that 
s 
cc 
P(7) 47) d7 -c a, (4.41) 
0 
and 
limL=lim-= 
7=0 w(7) 
l 0 
?)=m w(7) 
(4.42) 
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At present, we also need that this function w can be chosen in such a manner 
that for w> assumption (2.7) of Condition I holds. That is to say 
qv, w$) < 00 and lim I(v, w@) = 0. (2.7),, v--l 
To verify this relation, for a moment let wr denote the function w of relations 
(4.41) and (4.42) and set 
0<7j<l 
n < 7) < n + 1, n = 1) 2 )... 
Then defining the function w by 
47) = min(wdd, w2(7h 
we obtain a function for which all of the three relations (4.41), (4.42), and 
(2.7)w hold. We use this function w to define an adaptation of the function t 
of definition (4.24). Specifically we set 
t(7) = @bwz / Cc?%) 92(* 7) / w(7), (4.43) 
and maintain that the corresponding Schur-Holmgren-Carleman norm of 
the right-member of (4.41) tends to zero. In other words, setting 
fqcL> w)(v) = M(fy’2 [(p - L(Z, d))-1 - (w - qz, d))-11 il!Q)l!2, 
we maintain that 
Fz: l=“d-p II Q4 w> @!i (4 -= 0. (4.44) 
, I... 
Since detailed proof of an analogous relation was carried out elsewhere [ 19b], 
we do not verify relation (4.44). All that we do is note that, combining it with 
the Schur-Holmgren-Carleman result (4.23) and with relation (4.40), we 
arrive at the validity of Condition &K,(f), if we remember inequality (4.7). 
(c) Condition KKa(4). To verify this condition for each positive /z 
define the truncated potential j6 by 
<qtk 
M7) = 
0 otherwise. 
(4.45),,. 
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First, we maintain that the operator 
M (fir t*j’!‘j R&) M(j)1’2 is compact. (4.4% 
For, let R&) ([, 7) denote the !&,(Yd-,)-operator valued kernel of R&). 
In other words, set 
%(P)f(7) = jm %(PL) 4,7)f(7) d7, f 5 ~2((0> a>, $2(%-1)). (4.47) 
0 
It was observed elsewhere [21] that for each (f, 7) the norm of this kernel is 
given by 
I Rob) K 7h,Wd-,) = sup I& -W, d))-l(5,17)l . 
1=0,1,... 
At the same time, it follows from an estimate formulated elsewhere [27b] that 
for each (5,~) this operator is compact on f?,(&&). Definitions (4.3) and 
(4.45), , together with Condition I and standard estimates, show that 
jm jm 1M (Pe (j-j”“, Rob4 WIV’” (t, 7) 1’ dS 4 < 00. 
0 0 
This implies the validity of relation (4.46), ‘f 1 we remember that for each ((,7) 
this kernel is a compact operator on Q,(Y&). 
Secondly we maintain that 
‘kz M ((j5 - p,) i$,“‘j q)(p) M(jy2 = 0. (4.48) 
For, application of Lemma 4.2 to the potential fi - j, yields 
According to definition (4.29), the intersection of the interval Y&V) with the 
support of j - jk is contained in the interval (R, co). This fact, together with 
Condition I, yields 
(4.39) 
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Similarly to the way the estimates of Lemma 4.2 did imply Theorem 4.1, 
we see that our present estimates (4.38)!, and (4.39) do imply that 
Since on the range of the first factor 
we arrive at the validity of relation (4.48). Remembering relation (4.46),, 
we see that the operator F(p) of definition (4.8) is the norm-limit of a sequence 
of compact operators and hence it is compact. According to inequality (4.7) 
this implies the validity of Condition K&(J). 
Now let us summarize our statements. We have shown that, for each com- 
pact interval 9 of the open positive axis, Condition I implies Conditions 
KK,,,,,(.Y). That is to say the main assumptions of the abstract Theorem 3.1 
are satisfied for the operators (4.2) and (4.3). The other assumption on the 
essential spectrum follows from the compactness requirement of Condition 
K&(9). For brevity we omit the details and refer to the book of Kato [31]. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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